
































Aven,  Heather  M.

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Michael  Chiavario  <mchiavario7@gmail.com>

Monday,  January  22, 2018  1:05  PM

Grp.PL.Planning  And  Development  Commission

STR's  and  ADU's

Commissioners;

Following  are  some  thoughts  on  items  in  your  current  workload:

STR's:
I attended  the Planning  commission  meeting  last Monday  during  which  a workshop  on STR's  took  place  along  with public  comment.
The most  controversial  portion  of one of the Commissions  proposals  was  to ban DADU's  from being  long term rentals  citing  the need  to

increase  housing  stock  for  long term  rentals.  Several  DADU  owners  spoke  against  this proposal  citing  personal  hardship  if it occurs  and the fact
that they  have  followed  the rules  to build  their  units.

I propose  the  following:
-Grandfather  existing  DADU's  from being  prohibited  from being STR's.
- Exempt  DADU's  in multifamily  zone's  from the STR prohibition
- Limit  STR's  of any type  (Whole  house,  ADU and DADU)  to a percentage  of the units  in any zone  (The  percentage  to be determined  by

relating  it to an annual  survey  of vacancy  rates)  in order  to preserve  the long term  rental  housing  stock  in Bellingham.

DADU's:
I am generally  in favor  of allowing  DADU's  in every  neighborhood.
Opponents  have  cited  a belief  that  there  is enough  land within  the UGA  for  the housing  needs  of the next 20 years.  That  is assuming  that  all of

that land can or will actually  be developed  for  housing  due  to market  factors  and other  unforeseen  reasons,
In order  to use all of the existing  open  space  that  is zoned  residential  or residential/commercial  we would  eliminate  too much  contiguous  green
space  that is more  environmentally  beneficial  than  having  every  private  single  family  lot have  a large  backyard.  Opponents  also contend  that
urban villages  are the place  to build more  housing.  While  I support  urban  villages,  the difficulties  and slow  pace  of urban  village  development
makes  them  only  one of many  options  that  we need to consider  in increasing  the housing  stock  in Bellingham.

DADU's,  it seems  to me, due to their  smaller  size can be a more  affordable  alternative  to renting  a house  or even  many  apartments  of similar
size(300  to 800 square  feet).  Single  family  neighborhoods  are more  class  and ethnically  segregated  than multi  family  neighborhoods  with some
multi family  areas having  an inordinate  concentration  of these  groups.  This  is de facto  ghettoization  that  is not a healthy  or just  housing  pattern.

Thank  you  for  your  consideration,

Michael  Chiavario
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